Welcome to the Sachem Public Library Interactive Movie
Experience!

Watching a movie together can be a really fun and rewarding activity to do as a family. For this Movie
Party, you can gather some simple items from around the house and use our ideas to make your movie
experience a fully interactive and fun way to make great memories! Here’s what you need!
● A few copies of the script for everyone to look at
● Individual sets of props for each member of the family to use during your movie night
● A copy of the movie!

Don’t forget to put the movie captions on before you start if you don’t
know the words to the songs so you can follow along!
Stay safe and well and enjoy your Movie Party!

MARY POPPINS
Any Time This Happens:

Do This:

The cannon goes off.

Pop some bubble wrap.

The words Mary Poppins are said

Shout: “Practically perfect in every way!”

You see Andrew the dog.

Bark!

A song is performed.

Sing and dance along!

Someone says:
“Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious”

Shout: Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious!

Follow Along with the Movie

When This Happens:

Do This:

The nannies fly away

Wave your arms like a windmill and spin around

Mary Poppins pulls things out of her
bag

Say “OOOH!”

Mary Poppins measures the children.

Unroll your tape measure and measure something

“Spoonful of sugar,” is said or sung

Wave your spoon.

The kids clean their room

Pretend to clean by snapping your fingers at an object

Burt and the penguins dance

Dance around with your favorite stuffed animal

The fox chase.

Yell “View Halloo!”

Uncle Albert laughs

Try out your silliest laugh.

Uncle Albert cries

Pretend to cry

The children yell at the bank

Yell “Boo!”

Mr. Banks laughs

Laugh!

The family flies their kite.

Wave your kite in the air

MARY POPPINS MOVIE KIT
What you need:
●
●
●
●
●

Bubble Wrap
A tape measure
A spoon
A stuffed animal
A kite – print out and decorate this kite! If you can, make a tail for it with ribbons!

Please print out and use the coloring sheets and word search as well to
keep the magic going!

Interactive Movie Experience
Movie Scene

Audience Action

1. Beginning scene

Dance around

2. When the cannon goes off

Go to a wall and hold onto it

3. When Cherry Tree Lane is mentioned

Eat a cherry flavoured candy

4. When nanny is said

Pretend to hold a baby

5. When the nannies fly away

Stumble backwards

6. When Mary Poppins lists things from
the letter

Pretend to list them out

7. When Mary Poppins pulls things out of
her bag

Act surprised

8. When “spoon full of sugar,” is said or
sung

Eat a piece of candy

9. The kids clean their room

Pretend to clean by snapping your
fingers to an object

10. Scene is at 17 Cherry Tree Lane

Sit down

11. Scene is at the park

Play hopscotch

12. When Burt acts

Act with him

13. When Burt and the penguins dance

DANCE!!

14. When uncle laughs

LAUGH!!

15. When uncle cries

Pretend to cry

16. When the children yell at the bank

Arm wrestle with the person to your
right

17. When Burt talks to the children after
they run away

Sit down

18. During the song “Step in time”

Dance to the song (do their dance as
best as you can)

19. When father laughs

Laugh

20. When father learns to say
“supercalifragilisticexpialidocious”

Say it

21. When Mary Poppins is about to leave

Yell “not to leave”

22. End credits

Pretend to fly a kite

BONUS FUN!

Whenever This Happens

Do This

Mary Poppins and the children arrive at
a new scene

Spin around two times

The word Mary Poppins is said

Yell it

When instruments are playing before a
song

Dance around

Whenever it rains

Blow bubbles

What’s in each bag:
·


·


·


Cherry flavoured candy
Skittles
Bubbles (wedding)

What to have ready:
·

Spoons


